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How can we foster Green Growth? 
 

Brussels, May 5-6, 2015 
 

Eunews, online daily focused on Europe and the EU, in collaboration with e.qo, NGO, whose main aim is creating 

competences in the business of innovation and green economy, organises a three-day session dedicated to the world of 

the Green Economy.  

Young people aiming at an international career, businesses willing to understand how markets and people’s behaviour 

change, enterprises which are the feather in the cap of excellence and ‘green philosophy’ in Italy, in Europe, in the world: 

generating skills and knowledge through debate and information is the first step to link all these actors, and this debate 

about the Green Economy has been created to develop and maintain such a network among those actors and the worlds 

of academy, politics, institutions.   

Green jobs are both a professional tool created by the European legislator which should help people in contributing to a 

more respectful, aware and sustainable ‘greener’ society. Moreover, they shift the debate on environment and growth on 

a practical stage - things to do and not just to discuss then. Consequently, the event will be organised around seminars and 

panel discussions, in which the main topic - green economy - will be inflected according to the main business area affected 

by it, such as fashion, food, energy, biotech.  

Each panel will deal with the general characteristics of each specific market and the “green projects” realised within, with 

EU law and regulations on green jobs and green economy (general as well as sectorial), with the possible path to be taken 

for “green careers”; we aim at triggering the debate with representatives from European Institutions and from politics, 

businesses of excellence and the academic world, with a Round Table format. 

In addition to this, the meeting will host the biennial conferring of the Green Awards qt the European Parliament by e.qo.  

European stakeholders, Italian representatives, post graduate students from the best European Universities: thanks to the 

precious experience gained during the organisation of the international Round Table How Can We Govern Europe? 

realised in Florence on 21 - 23 November, 2014, in collaboration with the Representation of the European Commission 

in Italy and the Italian Semester of Presidency of the Council of Europe, eunews is the perfect connection among the 

spheres of institutions, academy, industry and NGOs. 
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Draft Program 

 

In cooperation with e.qo 
 

Locations: European Economic and Social Committee 
 

May 5 
 
 

h 14:00 Registration  

h 14:25 Welcome speech by eunews Editor-in-chief Lorenzo Robustelli 

h 14:30 Introductory speech by Antonio Tajani  

h 14:45 Keynote Speech by Francesca Romana Medda, London University College 

*** *** 

h 15:15 “Which economic policies to foster Green Growth?” 

Which kind of policies to regulate emissions, electricity supply and gas security of supply into a connected 

European market? How is it possible to define the market for renewables in terms of innovation rather than 

deployment? The European Union needs a consistent strategy to respond to the changing energy policy 

challenges, developing reliable frameworks: should it encourage the investment that will enable stable energy 

services at the lowest direct and external cost? Which is the role of a single, efficient and functioning internal 

energy market? 

Case history: Enel  and its efforts to promote a EU single strategic market 
 
Moderator: Lorenzo Robustelli, Editor-in-chief, Eunews 
Speakers:  
 

- Bernd Bievert, Coordination of the Energy union actions, Deputy Head of Cabinet of the Vice President of 

the European Commission for the Energy Union 

- Georg Zachmann, Bruegel Think Tank 

- Representative from Enel  

- Monica Frassoni, President of the European Greens 

- Fabrizio Pagani - chief of the Technical Secretariat at the Italian Ministry of Economy and Finance  

- Annika Hedberg, Senior Policy Analyst, Europe’s Political Economy Programme, EPC 

- Federico Testa, ENEA Commissioner  

*** break *** 
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h 17:30  “Green bio-economy? The role of biotech in the development of sustainable products” 

Are future green jobs already here? The true future of the the green economy lies in biotech: which are the 

examples of excellence? It not all about GMOs: how are Member States coping with this kind of challenge, 

both economically and ethically?  

Case History: Boeing and the use of bio-diesel  

Moderator: Lorenzo Consoli, Brussels correspondent for Askanews 

Speakers: 

- Jerzy Bogdan Plea, Director-General for Agriculture and Rural Development 

- Sara Romano, General directorate for the electric market, renewables and energy efficiency of the Italian 

Minister for Development  

- Head of Europe and Nato, Boeing 

- Representative from Pöyry 

- Giacomo Rispoli, ENI Vice President 

- Elisabetta Gardini, Member of the European Parliament 

 

 h 20:00 Cocktail  

h 20:30 Gala dinner for speakers, moderators and guests 

Special speech on the future of the Green Economy 

May 6 

h 09.00 “The effectiveness of a technological shift led by public policies towards a Green Economy” 

In the past decades, public policies instruments to support a shift towards a green - at least, greener - economy 

have been developed, both through direct and indirect financial aid. Which kind of tool proved itself more 

effective? How important it is for a government, and for the entire EU, to remove structural impediments for 

private companies and public bodies to invest in “green” research and development? Which has been the true 

role of Member States and the EU in the green shift, compared with private initiatives? And which is its 

future? 

Moderator: Marco Zatterin, Brussels correspondent for La Stampa 

 Speakers: 

- Justyna Morek, Member of the Cabinet for Key Enabling Technologies of Commissioner Bieńkovska 

- Patrizia Toia, Vice Chair of the Industry, Research and Energy Committee of the European Parliament 

- Colin Blackman, Director of the CEPS Digital Forum 
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- Thomas Manfredi, Statistician and Data Analyst at ELS, OECD  

- Best practice in Tech shift by Opel-General Motors; Italcementi Group 

- Simona Vicari, Under Secretary of the Italian Minister for Economic Development  

- Stefano Mazzetti, head of the No Waste initiative 

Open discussion and Q&A with stakeholders, students, members of the academic world  (reservation 

required) 

*** *** 

h 11:00 “Can eco-sustainability be coupled with excellence in both products and profits in food & 

beverage industry?” 

How are sustainable and green production chains aligned with a profit-oriented company? What is the role of 

innovation in the various steps of the production chain? What is the added value of a green-oriented 

organisation, compared with “traditional-only” production? 

Moderator: Roberto Zangrandi, Special Advisor Etso for Smart Grids 

 Speakers: 

- Vytenis Andriukaitis, Commissioner of the European Union for Health and Food Safety 

- Andrea Olivero, Italian Vice Minister of Agriculture 

- Giovanni La Via, Chair of the Committee on Environment, Public Health and Food Safety of the European 

Parliament 

- Oscar Farinetti, CEO at Eataly 

- Federico Bonaglia, Deputy Director of the Development Centre, OECD 

- Representative from the EESC (European Economic and Social Committee) 

 

h 13:00  Lunch  

 

h 15:00 “Green Fashion: profitability in the age of environmental-friendly luxury” 
 

Introduction: Presentation of the observatory on Green Fashion, Milan 

Case Histories: Brunello Cucinelli and Loro Piana: is there a ‘single’ interpretation of fashion national 

identity in Italy? Which is the role of GVC - Global Value Chains - into the business of luxury goods? The 

examples of the Fondazione Brunello Cucinelli and of the Italian production chain of a brand now owned by a 

French company. 

Moderator tbd 

Speakers:  
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- Jon Nyman, representative of the Cabinet of  the Commissioner of the European Union for Trade, 

- Brunello Cucinelli, owner of Brunello Cucinelli Spa, 

- Mathieu Brisset, CEO at Loro Piana 

- Chief of the Ethical Fashion Initiative - the ITC International Trade Centre 

- Lapo Pistelli, Italian Vice Minister of Foreign Affairs 

*** *** 

h 17:00 “Is the future of recruiting green oriented?” 

Which are the new professional figures born with the green economy trend? Which are the sectors involved 

and which ones will be key to the future?  

Moderator tbd 

Speakers: 

- Xavier Prats Monné,  Director-General for Education and Culture (DG EAC) of the European Commission 

- Viktor Grønne, Chief of the European Students’ Union ESU  

- Michele Tiraboschi, ADAPT, Chief of the Scientific Committee 

- Paolo Pennesi, Segretario Generale del Ministero del Lavoro 

- Representative of a high-end Recruiting agency (Manpower) 

- Simona Bonafé, Member of the European Parliament 

-  

Q&A session with students, trainees, representatives of several associations of students and universities - 

*** *** 

CONCLUSIONS 

Gian Luca Galletti 

Italian Minister of Environment  


